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“Happiness is not so much 

 in having as sharing. 

 We make a living by what we get, 

  but we make a life by what we give.” 

Norman MacEwan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

INTRODUCTION 
 

If I could impart a desire in your heart 

it would be the gift 

to Love 

through the hurt. 
 

 I wrote this book to give to you the insight I didn’t 

have. Through my pain comes my passion—to share what 

is not widely known. To help men and women realize their 

greatest need and the single biggest reason why marriages 

break down. I’ve shared the greatest need and the single 

biggest reason with thousands of men and women who, 

after hearing it, affirmed it, yet hadn’t before realized it. 

 I hope you will see what to stop doing and what 

you can start doing to help build-up your marriage and 

relationships so you can have more joy, peace and 

gratitude in your life. 
 

It’s not greener on the other side of the fence; it’s greener where      

you water it. 
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 It took thirty years, three children, two marriages, 

losing my fifty-million-dollar company, and much 

heartache before I cracked the mystery—or better yet, my 

skull—and discovered Hiz and Herz Greatest Need and the 

single biggest reason why marriages break down. The 

damage I caused to my wife, my children, and my career 

was more than I could’ve ever imagined. I felt like I 

chucked my family over a cliff. Like I threw them away. 

They were so innocent and never asked for the cruel 

abandonment. 

But, I was still so focused only on what I wanted. I 

wanted to be loved. I wanted what I felt I never had. I didn’t 

realize the destructive impact my choices would have in 

the lives of my children, my former wife, and other family 

members. Emotional scars never really go away; they 

impact the journey of our lives—and can shape our hearts 

for good. Why didn’t I see it sooner? Why don’t we see 

ourselves more clearly? Why are we so selfish and bent on 

wanting things our own way?  
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I wondered how long the pain would go on. Then 

a full-speed-ahead second marriage was even more 

emotionally damaging. Now the tables were turned. I was 

reaping what I sowed. You’d think I’d have learned. And 

as time went on, again my choices hurt the one I love. 

Causing her to stumble.  

Our world is filled with so many broken men and 

women who keep hurting each other and running away to 

the next relationship. Looking for love in the circle of fear, 

not caring about anyone but ourselves—wanting to be loved. 
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 When two very broken and selfish people come 

together, it can be a rough road. It’s even more so when 

the emotional damage from multiple past relationships are 

brought in. The filters and fears of the past taint our view 

of the next person, and the next, and the next. We create 

what we fear, and in turn wind up hurting ourselves and 

others. I’ve deeply hurt others and I’ve been deeply hurt. 

Selfishness, insecurity, and lack of integrity have been at 

the root of those hurts. Looking back, I see how choices, 

upbringing, and thinking patterns played in to how I’ve 

lived my life. I have to work at it every day to make 

healthy changes—working through my fears and 

practicing loving thoughts. But it is possible to heal and it 

is possible to return to love. Love is not selfish.  

 When I see a couple hurting, separated, or 

escaping to another relationship, my heart aches. I want to 

reach out and let them know it can work if they truly want 

it to. Many of us deny, distort, and dismiss what we’re 

going through so we don’t have to look at ourselves and 

do the work in our relationship and our thinking. What 

I’ve seen is that most men and women don’t appreciate  
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how important their spouse is—and how important their 

marriage is to the lives of others, as well as their own. Hurt 

people hurt people. 

 So why are we so deceived? Why are we prone to 

be misguided by friends, family, and society—and yes, 

even ourselves? Why do so many couples quit instead of 

commit? Success doesn’t happen without giving it our all. 

So why, then, would we think the most important 

relationship between two people would be any different? 

We can only fix what we acknowledge. 

 Is your spouse important enough to set aside your 

wants so they know you love them? Would a loving parent 

put their child’s needs ahead of their own? We need to 

look at our attitude—if I leave it up to my spouse, then 

when is it ever going to work? If it’s going to work, it 

needs to start with me. My attitude is like the aroma of my 

heart—and how I treat someone is based on how I see that person. 

If I see the negative, then I will manifest the negative, and 

thus break down the relationship. I need to see the good 

and work for the good. My spouse needs to know they are 

worth it. 
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Ask yourself: How do I see my spouse? How do I treat my 

spouse? How would my spouse like to be treated? 

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________ 

If I could share with you what makes a man and woman 

tick, what breaks down their relationship and what builds 

it up, would you be interested? If you knew you had what 

it takes to have the marriage you both want—would you 

do what it takes, with all your heart, all your mind, and all 

your soul?   Yes_  No_  

 

Love is  more than a feeling 

Love is   a choice  

Love is  believing 

 

Love is more about the person doing the love than the person who’s 

receiving the love.  
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 Before I could sign the divorce papers, I had to 

take a course called Parenting After Separation. In it, they 

showed a video of many children from divorced and 

separated families. The tears, the hurt, and the attempted 

suicides were heart wrenching to watch. All the children 

had the same wish. First was that their parents would get 

back together, and second was that they would quit 

fighting. I think husbands and wives should take this 

course before marriage, before having children, and 

several times after, as a reminder of the hurt children go 

through when their parents separate and divorce. Many of 

us haven’t been taught how important a loving marriage is 

for our children. 

 Mother Teresa was asked: “What can you do to 

promote world peace?” She answered, “Go home and 

love your family.”   

 

If you want to bust up the world, bust up the family. 

If you want to bust up the family, bust up the marriage. 
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 If we look for a way out instead of a way through, our 

love for our spouse won’t grow. As you read this book, I 

hope you will see how to save your marriage, enrich your 

marriage, and realize the back door or over the fence for 

greener pastures is never the answer. It’s true, it takes two 

to make a marriage, but it’s also true that love is 

contagious. From my heart to yours, you’ve been given the 

capacity to love with whatever it takes. The rewards are 

worth it and everlasting. God bless you. 

 

The roses grow better through the manure, together. 
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